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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the terminology of [1], a tournament is an asymmetric omplete 
digraph, that is, a complete graph, each of whose ('~) lines is directed. The 
score of a point of a tournament is the number of lines directed away 
from it, and the score sequence is the ordered sequence of integers 
(s l ,  s~ ..... s,,) comprising all the scores of the points of the tournament in 
non-decreasing order, that is, 0 ~< s~ ~< s2 "'" ~< s,,. In [2], H. G. Landau 
has shown that a sequence (s~ ,..., s,,) is a score sequence if and only if 
S I~ O, 
s l+s~4- . . .q -&~Oq- lq -2+. . .q -k - -1 ,  k = 2(1)p - -  1 
and 
sl q -S~q-  "'" d-s , ,  = Oq-  1 +2+ ... ~-p - -  1. 
In the terminology of T. V. Narayana [3], a sequence is a score sequence if 
and only if the composition (s* ..... s*), with s* ----- st q- 1, dominates the 
composit ion (1, 2 ..... p). 
The object of  this note is to show that the number of score sequences 
for a tournament with p points, S~, satisfies the (impure) recurrence 
S~ = 2S~_, - -  S~-2 q- 7',,,, (1) 
with T,, the number of partitions of 0 into p parts, none greater thanp - -  2 
(and, of course, zero parts excluded). 
2. THE NUMBER OF SCORE SEQUENCES 
For p = 2 there is just one score sequence (0,1), corresponding to 
composit ion (1,2). For p = 3,4 the score sequences and composit ions 
are as follows: 
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p=3 
p=4 
Score sequence Composition 
012 123 
111 222 
0123 1234 
0222 1333 
1113 2224 
1122 2233 
Attending only to compositions, it is evident that, for any p, parts 1 
and p may not be repeated. The compositions containing a unit part are 
enumerated by S,_1 (strike the unit part and substract one from each of the 
remaining parts), as are the compositions containing the single p part. 
The compositions containing both 1 and p are enumerated by S~_2. 
Hence the distinct compositions containing 1 or p or both are counted by 
2S~_1 -- S~_2. The remaining compositions are those of (p + 1)p/2 - P 
into p ordered parts 2, 3,...,p -- 1,: which are equinumerous with the 
partitions of P - -  p = p(p  - -  1)/2 into p parts, none larger than p -- 2, 
as stated in equation (1). To see why this is, it is helpful to use the idea 
of flows, introduced by C. E. Shannon in [4]. A flow in an ordered partition 
(non-decreasing order) is a transfer of one or more units from a larger 
number to a smaller. The flows in question here must not violate the given 
ordering, and it is easy to see that al~ the partitions enumerated by T~ may 
be derived by flows from (2, 2, 3 - . -p -  I ,p -  1), itself derived from 
(1, 2,...,p) by a flow of one unit from the last to first part. The flows 
eventuate on the uniform partition (q, q ..... q) for p ~ 2q + 1 and in 
q repeated q times, followed by q + 1 repeated q times for p ---- 2q. 
3. THE NUMBERS T n 
The (ordinary) enumerating enerating function for partitions with 
exactly k parts and no part greater than j is 
p( t ; j , k )  = t ~ l - t~ l - t~+~ 1- -  t ~+k-l _ tk [ J  + k - -  1] , (2) 
1 -- t t -- t a 1 --  t k k 
where the last expression is in q-binomial notation. An alternative 
expression, not so well known (but an immediate consequence of George 
Poly~i's fundamental theorem of enumerative combinatorial analysis), is 
p( t ; j ,  k) = S~(t I .... , tk), t~ -~ t i - k  t ~i -?  "'" + pi ,  
(2a) 
= t'~Sk(t * .... , t*) ,  t*  = t - i t i ,  
with Sk the cycle index of the symmetric group. 
Then 
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2n - -  3 ] 
p*(t)  = t -~p(t ;n  - -  2, n )= n J t 
(3) 
= S~(ua ..... un), ui = 1 -t-  t i + "'" -~ t i ( " -2)  
is a po lynomia l  o f  degree n(n - -  3) whose middle  (and max imal )  term is 
the number  T,,. The  first few such polynomials ,  omit t ing the funct ional  
argument ,  are 
p*  = 1, 
p* = 1 @t+t2+ta+t~-+ - t  ~, 
p*  = 1 + t + 2t 2 + 2t 8 + 3t 4 -+- 3t 5 + 3t 6 + 2t 7 § 2t s + t 9 + t 1~ 
Not ice  that  t"(n-3)p*(t -1) = p*( t ) :  the po lynomia ls  are symmetr ic .  A lso 
(1 - -  t"-a)( l  - -  tn)p*(t )  = (1 - -  t2"-4)(1 - -  t~"-a)p*_l(t ). (4) 
Re la t ion  (4) has been used to find values o f  T , ,  n = 3(1)I0, and f rom 
them values of  S, ,  which are summar ized  in the table: 
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
T,~ 1 1 3 8 24 73 227 734 
S,~ 1 2 4 9 22 59 169 506 1586 
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